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ABSTRACT

We propose to build a prototype for a hadron calorimeter with scintillating plastic fibres as active material. The absorber material is lead. Provided that these
components are used in the appropriate volume ratio, excellent performance may
be expected, e.g. an energy resolution of 30%/y/Ê for jet detection. The proposed
design offers additional advantages compared to the classical sandwich calorimeter
structures in terms of granularity, hermiticity, uniformity, compactness, readout, radiation resistivity, stability and calibration.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Large calorimeters play an increasingly important role in detectors for highenergy physics experiments. The reasons for this have been outlined many times in
the literature'11. Since calorimetry is based on statistical processes, the measurement
accuracy increases with energy. For tracking detectors based on momentum analysis
in a magneticfield,the opposite is true. Therefore, at increasing energies calorimetry
can become a very powerful tool for accurately detecting interaction products. In
addition, calorimeters offer unique possibilities to recognize rare events at the trigger
level and to measure the characteristics of these selected events with high precision
under severe background conditions, with a compact instrument. With increasing
center-of-mass energies the demands on the calorimeter performance will increase as
well

. The interesting events will be extremely rare, the precision required for some

of the expected new physics asks for pushing to the ultimate limits, the interaction
rates will become very high (SSC, LHC), and compactness becomes a key issue to
keep the detector affordable. Experiments at new machines like Tevatron and HERA
distinguish themselves by and were justified mainly on the basis of the (expected)
calorimeter performance. For experiments at proposed machines like SSC, LHC and
CLIC the best possible calorimetry is of absolutely crucial interest.
Calorimeters for the detection of electromagnetically interacting particles (e/y)
are well understood and can be reliably simulated in great detail by Monte-Carlo
techniques (e.g. EGS4). This is by no means the case for hadron calorimeters. As a
consequence, progress in that area of detector technology had to proceed on a trialand-error basis for a long time. Many results obtained in this process were considered
extremely confusing.
The crucial role of the so-called e/h signal ratio for the energy resolution was
already recognized in the early days of hadron calorimetry"1 .

The R807 group

at CERN demonstrated that energy resolutions of Zh%jyfË could be achieved for
hadron detection with their uranium-scinti"ator sandwich calorimeter, which had an
tjh ratio close to the desired value 1.01*' .
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Measurements performed by HELIOS

recently showed that the energy resolution of this detector scales with Ijy/Ë up to
the TeV regime, and that deviations from signal linearity are negligible over 3 orders
of magnitude in energy * .
Measurements performed with non-compensating (e/h / 1) devices, however,
showed considerable deviations from linearity, and energy resolutions o/E that do
not improve as 1/y/Ë wuh increasing energy *' . The constant term that has to be
introduced in order to describe the energy resolution is typically S% and, therefore,
dominates the result at energies greater than 100 GeV, where the new physics has to
be found.
However, the use of ^ U as absorber material is by no means a guarantee for
superior performance. Prototype tests by SLD and DO, using liquid argon readout,
gave disappointing results, to the extent that SLD even abandoned the idea of using
uranium and switched to a lead absorber that gave results of similar quality. Also
the combination uranium-scintillator turned out not to be magic: WA78 found overcompensation (e/h » 0.8) and rather poor energy resolutionsm . On the other hand
ZEUS, who basically copied the HELIOS design for their prototype studies, found
equally good performance1"1 .
Recently, understanding of hadron calorimetry has considerably improved. One
of us has systematically investigated in great detail the response of a sampling
•at

calorimeter to the various components of a hadron shower

. It turned out that the

calorimeter performance in terms of energy resolution and signal linearity is crucially
determined by its response to the abundantly present soft neutrons in the shower.
The presence of a considerable fraction of hydrogen atoms in the readout medium is
essential for the best possible performance. Firstly, this allows one to tune e/h to
the desired value (1.0) by choosing the appropriate sampling fraction. And secondly,
efficient neutron detection via recoil protons in the readout medium itself reduces
considerably the effect offluctuationsin binding energy losses at the nuclear level,
which dominate the intrinsic energy resolution.
The apparently confusing experimental results mentioned before were reproduced
3

rather accurately in this study. It was shown that the R807 Collaboration had
chosen the optimal sampling fraction in their design. An important conclusion of
the paper was that signal equalization, or compensation (t/h — 1) is not a unique
property of

aSê

U, but can be achieved with other absorber materials as well. In

particular, a compensating lead-scintillator calorimeter was predicted. This should
have a somewhat unconventionally small sampling fraction, achieved by a thickness
ratio of passive to active material of 4 to 1.
This prediction was recently experimentally confirmed by Kötz et al. from the
ZEUS Collaboration'101 . They built a 10mm lead, 2.5 mm polystyrene scintillator
sandwich calorimeter and found that it had all the nice properties of a perfectly
compensating device. The hadronic signal distribution was to a very good approximation gaussian (only true if e/h — l), the hadronic signal was linear over the
measured energy range (3 — 75GeV) and the energy resolution a/E was found to
scale as \Z%j\fÉ over the same range (predicted was 41%/\/lf), without the need
of an additional constant term. The measurement of the e/h signal ratio yielded a
preliminary value smaller than 1.1.
This is by far the best result ever obtained for a non-uranium hadron calorimeter.
Two conclusions should be drawn from this remarkable success:
a) The emphasis on the crucial role of soft neutrons is correct. An effort to include
these effects in the hadronic shower simulation codes is likely to pay off.
b) Hadron calorimetry is becoming a mature scientific activity, since the model
calculations have predictive power. Using the experimental results by Kdtz
et al. as a starting point and Wigmaiis' calculations as a guideline, one can
for example make a dedicated effort to optimize compensating lead-scintillator
calorimeters.
We will show that it is likely that one can build a lead calorimeter with an energy
resolution that is equally good as or better than the resolution of the HELIOS uranium calorimeter. The benefits of our design make it potentially superior in many
respects. In our opinion, the fact that one could avoid the use of uranium would in
4

itself already justify a serious R&D effort in this direction. Uranium has many disadvantages, amongst which we mention the radioactivity (handling, radiation damage,
noise increase), the nasty mechanical properties, the limited availability (long delivery times) and last but not least the costs involved. At TeV energies uranium looses
in addition one of its main advantages, i.e. the availability of a constant permanent
calibration signal, because of dynamic range considerations. By using lead instead
of uranium one would avoid spending a major fraction of an experimental budget on
the processing of passive material.
In section 2 we will discuss the optimization of compensating lead-scintillator
calorimeters. In section 3 we describe the detector that we have in mind and in
section 4 the test program for a prototype. In section 5 we will make remarks on
how to proceed and section 6 contains a summary.

2. OPTIMIZATION OF COMPENSATING LEAD-SCINTILLATOR HADRON
CALORIMETERS
The energy resolution ajE of a hadron calorimeter can be written as the sum of
two terms1" :

L
mJ5±S*± + h
E V E
The first term improves the energy resolution at increasing energy like E~lt*. It
consists of two components. The first component is the intrinsic energy resolution,
dominated by the effects of nuclear binding energy losses; oo = 0.24 for lead. The second component is due to samplingfluctuations,t is the thickness of a single sampling
layer. The constant term b contains a major contribution that depends on e/h, which
vanishes for a compensating calorimeter. Other contributions to this term come from
detector imperfections (stability, calibration errors, non-uniformities, etc.). The HELIOS experience has shown that these can be kept at the 1% level1*1 for a urar
nium calorimeter. Similar values have been reported by UA2 for a non-radioactive
5

calorimeter, where the performance was monitored by means of a system of lightflashers and external radioactive sources'1" . The contribution due to the sampling fluctuations has been estimated by Fabjan as'11: <rMmp]bg/£ = 0.09 v/Aj£(MeV) /J?(GeV),
where &E is the energy loss in a single sampling layer. For 10 mm lead plates
(AE = 12.8 MeV) this gives Z2%/y/Ë as the contribution of sampling fluctuations.
The experimental result by Kötz et ai, (43%/\/JE) is, therefore, largely dominated
by these samplingfluctuations,a consequence of the thick lead plates that they used.
This means that the total energy resolution will considerably improve if one could
use thinner lead plates.

This is illustrated in fig. 1. The total energy resolution

would be improved to ZS%/VE for 8 mm lead plates, down to 79%/VÊ for 2 mm
lead plates. For plate thicknesses less than 4 mm the intrinsic resolution would be the
dominant contribution. To obtain such good values, the thickness of the scintillator
plates would have to be scaled down proportionally since the thickness ratio should
be kept at the value 4 to 1.
Figure 1 also shows how the electromagnetic energy resolution varies as a function
of the lead plate thickness. Since samplingfluctuationsare in this case the dominant
component, the relative improvement is here even larger, from 27% (10 mm lead) to
12% (2 mm lead) at 1 GeV, for sandwich structures.
The optical properties of scintillator plates are such that thicknesses below 2 mm
are unacceptable. The problems arising are mainly due to light attenuation. A
typical transverse cell size of a sandwich scintillator calorimeter with wave length
shifter readout is 20 x 20 cm3, which means that scintillation light has to travel on
average approximately 15 cm before it reaches the wave length shifter (WL5) bar.
If the light attenuation length becomes comparable to this distance, large lateral
inhomogeneities will be introduced: the signal will strongly depend on the position
of the impact point and the angle of incidence of the particle. Figure 2 shows the
signal from a pointlike light source as a function of the source position relative to the
WLS plates, for various values of the attenuation length (A»u)- A typical value of A»tt
is 40 cm for 2.5 mm thick scintillator plates. If we assume that the light attenuation in
thin plates is mainly due to surface effects, the attenuation length will be proportional
6

to the plate thickness, which it» roughly in agreement with experimental findings.
Figure 2 shows that the variations in the signal from the point source will be 7%
for 2.5 mm plates, 47% at 1 mm and more than a factor of three at 0.5 mm. The light
output integrated over the total scintillator volume is also considerably reduced for
thin plates (the vertical scale is normalised).
In practice, for a single incident particle, the situation will not be as bad as
suggested by fig. 2, since the transverse shower profile should be convoluted with
these curves in order to estimate the real effects, but it is clear that if one aims for
measurements at the few percent precision level, the curves for the thin plates are
unacceptable, especially for the narrow electromagnetic showers.

Hadron-induced

showers at high energy also have a narrow transverse profile and will, therefore,
similarly suffer from lateral inhomogeneities. The JT° component in the shower deIl3l

velopment produces an intense central core
For isolated single particles one might hope to be able to correct somewhat for
these lateral inhomogeneities, with the help of tracking information from upstream
detectors, and the left-right light sharing. If several particles of different energies
enter the calorimeter nearby each other, as is the case for jets, corrections for lateral
light attenuation can not be made even if the position of each particle's impact point
is known.
Thin absorber and scintillator material can be applied when using scintillating
plastic fibres, whose optical transmission properties are much better than for slabs,
and depend only weakly on their diameter (usual range 0.5 — 2 mm). Attenuation
lengths of 1.5 - 2 m have been reported for 1mm and even 0.5 mm thick coated
polystyrene fibres doped with PBD and POPUP11" . Suchfibreswere developed in
Saclay'1*1 , initially for calorimetry'"'1*1 . The fibres are now mostly produced by
a privatefirm1"1, licensed by Saclay. Also a Japanese company offers scintillating
fibres, of comparable quality11*1. Scintillating plastic fibres have already found vari

ious applications in high energy physics experiments. We base our proposal to use
i

fibres as active medium in hw&ron calorimeters on the experience with existing and
i
i
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planned electromagnetic calorimeters made offibresembedded in lead

. Six exper-

iments have successfully used the Omega Inner Calorimeter which was installed in
1984. The NA38 electromagnetic calorimeter has performed well, and the prototype
of the DELPHI Small Angle Tagger has been successfully tested. In these detectors,
the fibres run almost parallel to the direction of the measured -7*8 and e's, and are
read out from the downstream end by phototubes or vacuum phototriodes. The lead
to scintillator volume ratio is of order 1 to 1. The first two calorimeters have each
fibre glued in grooved lead plates and hence are fully surrounded by lead, with a
particularly small sampling thickness. They are modest in size (501 for Omega, 5/
for NA38), and the production was only partially automatized. The accuracy is not
the ideal one, mainly because of fibre inhomogeneities.
In the applications discussed above, 'blue' fibres were used. These offer the
highest light yield, approximately 5 photoelectrons per minimum ionizing particle
and per mm scintillator material. It is easy to dope the fibres with chemicals that
shift the emitted light to the green (500 nm).

This has the advantage of much

larger attenuation lengths (up to 20m) and of better radiation resistivity"" . In
particular the dopant 3-hydroxyfiavone has interesting properties. It has a quantum
efficiency of 0.36, a decay constant of less than 1 nsec, and virtually no overlap
between the absorption and emission spectra1301 . There is more than enough light
for calorimeter applications so this dopant seems particularly well suited for use in
hadron calorimeters.
In order to obtain a compensating lead-scintillator hadron calorimeter, the lead
tofibrevolume ratio should be 4 to 1, which means that 20% of the detector volume
is then occupied by fibres. If 1mm fibres are used, approximately 250 km of fibre
are needed per m3 of detector, which we therefore call the Spaghetti Calorimeter.
The contribution of sampling fluctuations to the energy resolution was computed
to be some 30% smaller than for a 4 mm lead, 1mm scintillator sandwich device,
if each fibre is uniformly surrounded by lead1'" . Therefore, one might realistically
expect to achieve an energy resolution o/E » 30%/y/Ë for hadron detection and
of E & 15%/y/Ë for electromagnetic showers.
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3. THE SPAGHETTI CALORIMETER AND ITS ADVANTAGES.
Apart from the advantages offered by a compensating calorimeter with excellent energy resolution that were discussed in section 1, the spaghetti concept also
eliminates what is considered one of the main disadvantages of sandwich scintillator calorimeters, namely the poor position resolution. The fibre concept essentially
allows one to choose any granularity one likes (and can afford), since one is free to
connect any number of fibres to a readout element.
Other major advantages are obtained if thefibresare running longitudinally, i.e.
roughly in the direction of the particles that have to be detected (fig. 3). First of all,
one avoids in this way the dead space taken by WLS bars and module covers in a
sandwich structure, which is for example 8% of the total active volume in the case of
the HELIOS detector. Secondly, one can avoid the lateral inhomogeneities in light
yield discussed in the previous section. The performance of a hadron calorimeter is
usually tested with a hadron beam which is sent into the stack at a given point. The
a of the measured signal distribution is interpreted as the energy resolution. Since
the beam enters the detector always at the same impact point, the effects of lateral
inhomogeneities introduced by light attenuation in the scintillator and by dead space
are, on an average, the tame for each event. The lateral inhomogeneities due to
light attenuation in the scintillator and to dead space worsen significantly the energy
accurracy with which secondary particles, entering at random and at not well known
impact points can be measured. HELIOS tried to evaluate this effect by measuring
the signal distribution of reaction products created by particles interacting in a thin
target ("jet* energy resolution)'*' . For200GeV pions this jet resolution was found
to be approximately twice the beam particle value {o}E = h% versus 2.5%) which is
not surprising given the dead space and the attenuation length.
Such effects, which vill clearly limit the high energy performance of sandwich
type scintillator calorimeters, are absent in the spaghetti case. On the other hand,
fluctuations in longitudinal shower development, in combination with light attenuation in the fibres will contribute to the energy resolution. Light attenuation in the
9

fibres can affect the calorimeter resolution in two ways:
a) The attenuation lengths for different (sets of)fibresusually vary. The resulting
fluctuations in thefibre-to-fibreresponse to a given light pulse will be most
important near the open end, i.e. where most of the light is produced in a
shower that develops in an unsegmented calorimeter. The effects of this can be
particularly important in electromagnetic showers, where a substantial fraction
of the total energy is deposited in a limited number of fibres. A hadron shower
is less sensitive to these effects, because the energy is usually shared by a much
larger number of fibres. In general, one can eliminate these effects by keeping
thefibrelength small compared to the (average) attenuation length, and/or by
selecting the fibres that are grouped into one electronic channel in such a way
that the channel-to-channelfluctuationsin < A»tt > &re small.
6) The depth profile of the light production varies from shower to shower, and
therefore the resulting signal is affected by the light attenuation in the fibres.
The fluctuations resulting from this effect will be much more important for
hadronic showers than for electromagnetic ones. In the latter case, the scale
for variations in the longitudinal shower development is set by the effective
radiation length, for hadronic showers by the effective nuclear absorption length
Aabt of the calorimeter. This scale factor corresponds to the width of the
distribution of the depth at which the shower starts developing, and leads
in first approximation to a constant term in the energy resolution for single
particle detection of the order of A»b*Aatt- For detection of jets this term can
be considerably smaller, depending on the number of particles in the jet and
their energy distribution, because several showers develop independently in this
case.
Both types of effects become small for a large (average) light attenuation length.
For a hadron calorimeter large means large compared to the effective nuclear absorption length. For a compensating lead/plastic-scintillator combination, A»bt amounts
to 20 cm, whereat A»n may be many meters.
10

We do not expect any significant contribution of longitudinal inhomogeneittes to
the energy resolution of the proposed calorimeter. This can be concluded from the
fact that both ZEUS and HELIOS measured excellent energy resolutions for high
energy pion beams, in spite of the fact that their WLS bars had an attenuation
length < 1.5m|SJ1' . Light attenuation in these bars should produce effects of the
same type as discussed here for fibres. In these experiments, the open end of the
WLS bars was equipped with a reflecting mirror. This made the response curve of
the WLS bar as a function of depth muchflatterthan exp (-z/Aatt)- The same trick
may be applied for the fibres. Especially the greenfibresmentioned in the previous
section will, therefore, certainly have an attenuation length that is sufficiently large
to make this source of fluctuations of negligible importance, even for unsegmented
calorimeters.
Summarizing this point, we conclude that there is reason to believe that the jet
energy resolution will be similar to the single beam particle energy resolution for the
compensating lead-based spaghetti calorimeter, and that its constant term can be
limited to the 1% level.
The fact that no separate WLS bars are needed in the spaghetti calorimeter leads
to an important gain of light, about an order of magnitude. From existing experience
one may expect several hundred photoelectrons per GeV for PM readout. This light
yield might be sufficient to use semiconductor elements (photodiodes) for readout, or
vacuum phototriodes (VPT). This would have the following advantages. First, such
elements are intrinsically more stable than photomultipliers, which is important in
view of the problems related to calibration and stability that any detector producing
light signals faces. Second, there would be less problems to operate in a magnetic
field. Third, this type of readout would require less space than photomultipliers.
Clearly, the possibility of using such readout elements is closely linked to the granularity and the gate time that can be accepted. A systematic study of the possibilities
and limitations in this respect should obviously be an important part of an R & D
project.
11

Last but not least, the spaghetti calorimeter offers anyhow advantages with respect to the calibration. High precision calorimetry requires usually a major effort
on the energy calibration of the system. In particular with optical readout, the associated problems are in general non-trivial to solve. Two aspects are important for
obtaining a satisfactory result:
a) Tuning the gain of the readout elements such that a given particle always produces the sante signal (measured in Coulombs) independent of the calorimeter
channels in which it is detected (relative calibration).
b) Setting the absolute energy scale (absolute calibration).
The latter can, for example, be achieved with an electron beam that is sent into a
few modules. Thefirstaspect, which needs regular rechecking and eventually adjustment, requires a different method, in particular for a system with many thousands of
electronic channels. It is of crucial importance that in this procedure the complete
optical chain be tested, i.e. the scintillation process, the light transmission, the optical coupling between the various components, and the characteristics of the readout
device and the ADC. Radioactive sources make this possible in a convenient way.
However, the gammas from such sources do not reach very far. External sources like
M

Co, therefore, only generate light in the first approximately 0.3Aabt of the detector.

For sandwich structures with WLS readout this implies that the results are extremely
sensitive to peculiarities of thefirstfew scintillator plates, e.g. anomalies in the plate
thicknesses or in the coupling to the WLS plates. The experience by ZEUS has
learned that this makes calibration results obtained in this way rather unreliable'10'.
This will be totally different for the spaghetti calorimeter. An external source placed
upstream will generate scintillation light in all thefibresand, therefore, allows to test
the complete sensitive medium. In combination with measurements of signals from a
downstream source, the time evolution of the attenuation lengths may be monitored.
We expect to be able to obtain reliable calibration results with this method.
The fibres should run roughly, but not exactly, in the direction of the particles
that one wants to detect. "Channelling" effects where the particle travels a long
12

distance inside one individual fibre, should be avoided. Such effects have been observed to slightly deteriorate the energy resolution for electromagnetic showers, at
very small angles of incidence (DELPHI). In OMEGA one successfully used wiggling
fibre paths to eliminate the problem. It is probably easier to construct the detector
in such a way that the particles can never enter it under zero degrees with the fibre
direction.
A generalized use of fibre calorimetry will probably also require some longitudinal granularity. Very interesting possibilities are opened up if one would build the
spaghetti calorimeter with a (quasi-)pointing geometry (fig. 4). In order to keep
the volume ratio lead to fibre about constant, one would have to start new series of
fibres at various depths inside the detector. This then automatically provides a longitudinal segmentation with possibilities for particle identification (electron/hadron
separation) without having to physically split the detector into separate sections.
This would make possible the construction of an extremely compact detector. We
already mentioned the fact that the effective nuclear absorption length of the proposed detector amour w to approximately 20 cm. This makes the lead-based spaghetti
calorimeter one of the most compact devices that one can realistically imagine. Note
that a compensating uranium/piastic-scintillator detector also has an effective nuclear absorption length of 20 cm.
The possibilities of using a (quasi-)pointing geometry depend among others on the
distance to the interaction point at which the calorimeter has to operate. It should
be said, however, that the calibration will be more difficult for such a geometry.

4. A TEST PROGRAM FOR A PROTOTYPE
The R & D program to test these ideas should consist of two main phases. In
Phase 1 a very simple geometry should be used, namely a rectangular one, with a size
sufficient to contain a hadron shower of a few hundred GeV at the 99% level. Leakage
should be small enough so that itsfluctuationsdo not affect the energy resolution.
13

For a lead-scintillator calorimeter the size should typically be 1 x 1 x 2 m3.

The

2 m longfibresare homogeneously distributed and are running parallel to each other.
For 1mm fibres the distance between the centres of neighbouring ones amounts to
approximately 2 mm (see fig. 5). In this phase of the program the following topics
should be studied:
t) Energy resolution for electrons and pions for normally incident particles, e/k
signal ratio, signal linearity. Separation of the contribution of the sampling
fluctuations to the energy resolution from the contribution due to intrinsic
fluctuations.
it) The effect of variations of ±1 unit in the volume ratio lead to fibre, in view
of the small variations that will have to occur in the case of a (quasi-)pointrag
geometry.
m) Transverse shower development and electron/muon/hadron discrimination on
the basis of this information.
iv) The signal as a function of the angle of incidence.
v) The readout. Applicability of semiconductor or VPT readout. Limitations on
granularity and gate time.
vi) Calibration and stability.
In addition, we want to study some of the problems that come up if the detector
is split into separate longitudinal modules (calibration, readout). We will build a
small (40 x 40 x 20 cm8) module with the same structure for this purpose. This
module can serve as electromagnetic section for tests in a particle beam.
We propose to use sheets of lead with grooves of 1mm (fig. 6). A similar
technique has given satisfactory results in practice, for the small electromagnetic
calorimeters mentioned before. Large sheets of lead are very hard to handle and
to machine in this way, because of the mechanical properties of lead. The SLD
Collaboration, however, have developed together with industry a lead alloy (lead
plus 0.066% Ca, 1.15% Sn) with excellent mechanical properties. It is very stiff and
14

easy to machine. The proposed structure will allow to vary the volume ratio lead to
scintillator by adding thin lead foib in between two grooved sheets. Concerning this
point, one could also imagine a stage zero, in which the sensitivity of the calorimeter
performance to the sampling fraction is investigated with a sandwich structure, by
rebuilding existing modules (e.g. the ZEUS prototype). In this way it would become
possible to make a reliable design for the more complicated mechanical structure of
the spaghetti detector in an early stage of the project.
The results obtained in thisfirstphase should provide crucial information needed
before moving on to Phase 2, which consists of the exploration of the possibilities
of a (quasi-)pointing geometry and/or multiple longitudinal readout (3-D granularity). In that phase one should study the possibility of electron, hadron and muon
identification from the longitudinal energy deposition and measure the jet energy
resolution.

5. HOW TO PROCEED?
We have already referred to a phasing of the proposed R & D program. Phase
1 concerns the design, construction and testing of a calorimeter with rectangular
geometry, while Phase 2 would involve the design, construction and testing of a
prototype calorimeter with a moreflexiblegeometry. We would like to start with a
modest Phase 0 that allows us to answer in the very short term some crucial questions
which are basic to the selection of lead and scintillator as the materials of choice for
the proposed spaghetti calorimeter.
So far only two lead-scintillator sandwich structures have been tested, both by
the ZEUS Collaboration. One is the compensating calorimeter discussed earlier110'
(10mm lead plates and 2.5 mm scintillator plates), the other a non-compensating
calorimeter'M> (a mixture of 4 and 5 mm lead plates and 5mm scintillator plates). It
is clearly desirable to perform measurements for a few other sampling fractions as
soon as possible, to prove that our understanding of the underlaying physics issues
15

is good enough to predict the optimal sampling fraction for the Phase 1 design.
As a byproduct we would attempt to separate the contributions of the sampling
fluctuations (ai, cf. formula on page 5) from the intrinsic energy resolution (oo),
for example by blocking the light coupling to the wavelength shifter of every second
scintillator layer. The intrinsic resolution is the ultimate limit that can be reached
and it is of great interest to verify that it is for lead at the level indicated in fig. 1.
We can achieve these goals in a timely way by introducing a Phase 0 as follows.
The existing test calorimeter of Kots et al., including mechnical stand, associated readout electronics, computer and testbeam facilities can in principle be used
to obtain results this summer. This calorimeter consists of 2.5 mm scintillator plates
sandwiched between 10 mm leadplates for a total of 5 nuclear absorption lengths.
The transverse dimensions are 60 x 60 cm3. Hie detector is read out by means of
wavelength shifters, after 1 and 5 absorption lengths, respectively. To vary the sampling fraction additional lead plates are needed, with thicknesses sufficiently different
from the existing 10 mm plates. The most economical solution is to order 7 mm plates
and use these to obtain 7 and 14 mm sampling geometries. After an initial test of the
10 mm geometry, the test modules would be restacked using the other lead plates.
Restacking can be done in about 3 days each time. In order to keep the number of
absorption lengths the same for each sampling fraction that is tested, the number of
scintillator plates to be read out should vary with the sampling fraction.
A few days of running in a test beam would yield a wealth of information. The
software required for the data analysis is already available from previous tests. The
manpower requirements for Phase 0 are approximately 0.5 man-year of technical
help, mostly for restacking the calorimeter. Moreover, 1 man-year is required for the
supervision of the project during Phase 0.
hi parallel with the Phase 0 work we would investigate various methods for mass
production of lead plates for the rectangular geometry and the assembly of a large
number of such plates with the very large number of delicate scintillating fibres
required. This is essentially a mechanical problem. Some methods should be tried
16

out on a small scale with the help of the CERN (or other) mechanical workshops in
Fall 1987. In addition we want to test in the laboratory a number of possible readout
schemes such as diodes, vacuum triodes or tetrodes, and low gain photomultipliers.
We have made a conceptual design for a Phase 1 test module of 108 x 108 cm2
transverse dimensions and 2 m depth. Tbt.se dimensions correspond to 5.5 nuclear
absorption lengths in the transverse direction and 10 in the longitudinal one. They
are chosen such as to insure at least 99% containment for the highest energy hadron
beams available at CERN. In order to reduce the required number of readout channels without limiting in any way the test program outlined in section 4, the design
foresees a gradual increase in transverse segmentation of the readout. This variation
in segmentation is achieved by adequately grouping thefibresfor readout. Near the
impact point of the testbeam the cellsize is 1 x 1 cm2 increasing to 3 x 3 cm2 and so on,
up to 12 x 12 cm2 near the edge. This is shown in fig. 7. The total weight is 21.7 ton,
the number offibresis approximately 300,000 (total length 600 km) while the number
of readout channels is 149. The calibration will be done with a *°Co source, that
scans the front face of the detector under remote control. The calibration results will
be checked with particle beams.
The module should be ready for testing with low energy beams from the PS
starting Fall 1988. The definitive tests, which require high energy beams from the
SPS, should take place in Summer 1989. The materials cost of Phase 1 is estimated
to be approximately 2.0MSFr consisting of 1.3MSFr for the calorimeter including
the fibres, approximately 0.4MSFr for electronics, and approximately 0.3MSFr for
contingency. The contingency is calculated to be approximately 30% of the materials
budget, excluding the cost of the fibres. We will know the considerable costs of
the fibres accurately before the project moves forward. The manpower required is
about 3.5 man-years of technical help and 2 man-years for supervision for a total
cost of approximately 0.4MSFr. We assume that the remotely controlled stand for
the calorimeter and other test beam infrastructure of the UA2 test beam in the
North Area will be available for free. Probably also some of the UA2 electronics and
computer equipment can be used for our purpose.
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We prefer to delay the detailed proposal for Phase 2 to a later stage, when
the results of Phases 0 and 1 can be evaluated. The specific design of the Phase 2
calorimeter will be affected by these results and, by then, also perhaps by the specific
requirements of an experiment at a future supercollider.

6. SUMMARY
If the proposed ideas can be made to work as expected, we will have a calorimeter
that
a) can measure single particles with an energy resolution of E = 30%/y/S for
hadrons and 15%/VE for electrons.
6) has a jet energy resolution that beats all records and comes close to the 1 %
level for jets of a few hundred GeV,
c) has no cracks,
d) can operate in a magnetic field,
e) is extremely compact (lOA^, in 2 m),
ƒ) is rather radiation resistant (no problems below 1 MRad, a level that is never
reached in over 90% of any detector foreseen at for example the LHC)
g) uses present-day technology,
h) is relatively easy to construct, and consequently
t) is relatively cheap.
Everybody would want such a detector. However, the timescale of the described
R & D program needed to come to this point and the expertise needed to carry it
out are probably such that it will be very hard to fit within the possibilities of a
Collaboration proposing an experiment. This is clearly demonstrated if one analyzes
the R & D effort that has gone into the calorimeter designs of SLD, DO, UAl, ZEUS
etc.
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Although the required technology exists at present, the scale of the project demands that considerable ingenuity and work be devoted to automation of the construction procedure and to an automatic quality control of the large amount of fibre
that has to be handled.
Therefore, it is our feeling that this R & D program should get the status of a
separate project, not being directly linked to a specific experiment. The results of
this project will be important for any experiment at future high-energy machines,
and probably also for upgrades of experiments that are currently running or are
being prepared at accelerators like LEP, Tevatron and SLC. This is of course our
motivation. Other physicists (with plans to get) involved in such experiments, and
in particular those having relevant experience, should of course be welcome to join
and help us. Efforts to extend the group of people that will actively contribute to
the project are underway.
In order to be successful, this project would need to have a status comparable to
an approved experiment. It would need an adequate budget and access to the CERN
infrastructure, e.g. beam time.
Because of these considerations it would, in our opinion, perfectly fit into the
new detector R & D program (LAA project) that the CERN Council has recently
approved.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. The energy resolution of a compensating lead-scintillator calorimeter as a
function of the thickness of the lead plates.
2. Effect of the light attennatraon length of the plastic scintillator on the response of a sandwich type calorimeter to a point tight source. The horizontal
scale gives the position of the source with respect to the wave length shifter
plates. A 20 x 20cm2 transverse cell sise is assumed.
S. Orientation of thefibresin the spaghetti calorimeter.
4. Schematic layout of a spaghetti calorimsfer module with quasi-pointing geometry.
5. Lateral cross section of the compensating spaghetti hadron calorimeter.
6. Longitudinal cross section of the compensating spaghetti hadron calorimeter.

T. The transverse segmentation of the Phase 1 test calorimeter.
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